April 2021

EUPHAnxt Newsletter

Dear EUPHAnxt members,

Welcome to the April edition of the EUPHAnxt newsletter! If you are new to our network, you are very welcome. In these newsletters, we hope to share relevant events, updates, news, and vacancies in the area of public health. We are constantly looking for information to share with our network.

Additionally, EUPHAnxt is looking for a young professional with expertise in COVID-19 and great public speaking skills. Interested or know someone who may be interested? Send us an e-mail including why you would be the perfect candidate! info.euphanxt@eupha.org
SAVE THE DATE: July 8, 2021
We are planning a mid-term conference this upcoming summer. We are very excited to plan a COVID-19 compliant event for our network. The theme for the upcoming event will be environmental health. Stay tuned!

We'd like to send a very special thank you to Arjan van der Star who founded EUPHAnxt 10 years ago. After starting as an intern in 2011, Arjan coordinated EUPHAnxt for several years and founded the EUPHA Sexual & Gender Minority Health Section. Thank you for all of your contributions, Arjan!

(Note) If you have any recommendations for the next newsletter, please submit the details to Charlotte at info.euphanxt@eupha.org And if you wish to receive the newsletter directly to your inbox, and avoid it going to spam, please add euphanxt@gmail.com to your contacts.

Thanks for tuning in,
The EUPHAnxt team

EUPHAnxt, the next generation network

Established in 2011, EUPHAnxt is a unique network within EUPHA (European Union Public Health Association) for students and young professionals, including early career researchers and policymakers, in the field of public health. It is coordinated by students and young professionals. EUPHAnxt is a free and open initiative that aims to inform and involve the future generations into the European and multidisciplinary network of public health associations. You can join us here!

Mission Statements

- **Create a network** between young professionals interested in public health and health related fields, to advance information sharing and international collaboration
- **Strengthen the presence of young professionals** in the European public health community by facilitating their contact to relevant public health professionals and by providing them with opportunities to further advance their academic skills
- **Build collaborations** with associations of young professionals to broaden the EUPHAnxt network and represent the diverse aspects of public health
Upcoming Events

World Health Organisation (WHO)
Virtual Infodemic Management Conference
*May 4-12, 2021*
This conference brings together experts from different areas of research and practice to exchange lessons learned for advancing approaches in digital social listening for public health.

14th European Public Health Conference
Public health futures in a changing world
*November 10-12, 2021*
Public health has changed a lot in the last thirty years. Whole sub-disciplines, for example health informatics, and genetic public health, have grown up in that time. Has the core practice of public health changed?

Careers, Grants, & Opportunities

**Looking for a job in Barcelona?**
*Each issue, we plan to highlight current postings in specific European cities*

- **IS Global: 8 PhD scholarships within the International PhD Fellowships Programme in Global Health 2021**
  *deadline April 30, 2021*
  *Apply here: [https://www.isglobal.org/.../isglobal-international-phd...]*

- **IS Global: Junior Epidemiologist for TIPTOP project**
  ("Transforming Intermittent Preventive Treatment for Optimal Pregnancy")
  *deadline April 30, 2021*
  *Apply here: [https://www.isglobal.org/.../junior-epidemiologist-for...]*

- **IS Global: Predoc researcher for ANSES PROJECT Embryorad** (environmental epidemiology, birth cohort studies, and statistical methods)
  *deadline May 5, 2021*
  *Apply here: [https://www.isglobal.org/.../predoc-researcher-for-anses...]*

- **IS Global: PhD Health impact assessment position (SURREAL, transport and health)**
deadline May 7, 2021

Apply here: https://www.isglobal.org/.../phd-health-impact-assessment...

NOVARTIS: Digital Health Solutions Business Partner

deadline unknown

Apply here: https://www.novartis.com/.../career.../job-details/317119BR

NOVARTIS: Innovation Medical Advisor

(medical degree or science related background with PhD required)

deadline unknown

Apply here: https://www.novartis.com/.../career.../job-details/313126BR

IQVIA: Internship Health Economics & Outcomes Research

deadline unknown

Apply here: https://jobs.iqvia.com/.../full-time.../24443/19211321

Docplanner (digital health startup): Junior Operational Project Manager

deadline unknown

Apply here: https://apply.workable.com/docplanner/j/A337D94C05/

PSIOUS (digital mental health company): Project Manager – Health & Science

deadline unknown

Apply here: https://psious.teamtailor.com/.../1119922-project-manager...

Find more jobs here!

Careers, Grants, & Opportunities

European Research Council (ERC)

Established by the European Commission

Are you a talented early-career scientist who has already produced excellent supervised work, is ready to work independently and shows potential to be a research leader? The ERC Starting Grant could be for you.

World Health Organization (WHO)

Ongoing jobpage

The WHO is constantly looking for public health professionals to fill temporary and fix-term appointments, primarily in the head office location in Geneva, Switzerland.
| **Digital Health News**  
*November 12, 2021* | The DigiHealthDay 2021 is an International Symposium with the theme "Global Digital Health- Today, Tomorrow, and Beyond". All abstracts pertaining to digital health and its role in the context of global health are welcome! |
|------------------------|--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
| **European Journal of Public Health**  
(EJPH) | The EJPH is a multidisciplinary journal in the field of public health, publishing contributions from social medicine, epidemiology, health services research, management, ethics and law, health economics, social sciences and environmental health. |
| **Get Global: Young Professionals Talk**  
Global Health  
*Released monthly* | The Irish Global Health Network's Student Outreach Team (SOT) has launched a new podcast series which focuses on discussions with inspiring individuals working in health who are committed to bringing about positive changes in the areas in which they work. |
| **Nordic Global Health Talks**  
*First Wednesday of every month* | The Nordic Global Health Talks will open the doors to new and emerging global health challenges and opportunities experienced in the Nordic region and among communities around the world. |
| **World Health Organization (WHO)**  
*Science in 5* | Science in 5 is WHO's weekly conversation podcast on science related to COVID-19. Examples of conversations include: "Vaccines, variants & mass gatherings" and "Vaccine dosage." |
JOINING FORCES FOR HEALTHIER POPULATIONS
17-21 MAY 2021
Join the 3rd European Public Health Week!
#EUPHW

5 DAYS, 5 THEMES

MONDAY 17 MAY
Communicating science and health

TUESDAY 18 MAY
New challenges in mental health

WEDNESDAY 19 MAY
Your local community

THURSDAY 20 MAY
All for one health

FRIDAY 21 MAY
Leaving no one behind

For all professionals and citizens contributing to better public health at local, national, regional and European level.

GET INVOLVED!
Organise your own activity [Event Host]
Spread the word [Disseminator]
Join events online or where you live [Participant]

Find out more at www.eupha.org/euphw
Contact EUPHACommunications@eupha.org

The European Public Health Week (EUPHW) is an initiative by the European Public Health Association (EUPHA), receives co-funding under an operating grant from the European Union's Health Programme and is supported by the WHO Regional Office for Europe.
Host your own event by May 5, 2021! Find ways to get involved and submit your event so it’s listed on the official EUPHW calendar for others to see and join. Contact us if you wish to discuss ideas.

Spread the word: Check our media toolkit for visual aids and other resources, including a promotional flyer with editable versions for translation.

Questions/Sign up for updates: Contact Débora Miranda at euphacommunications@eupha.org.

The European Public Health Week is an initiative by the European Public Health Association (EUPHA) supported by the WHO Regional Office for Europe. Co-funded under an operating grant from the European Union’s Health Programme.